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Abstract 

We describe the full pipeline from cloning a real person, morphing of several cloned people to the real-time emotion 
tracking of a person in front of a video camera. As telecommunication is a rising area for virtual reality, there has been 
the introduction of new standard MPEG-4 for practical and low bandwidth communication in real-time. We focus on the 
cloning, morphing and tracking methods developed for very efficient and robust communication and visualization, which 
can be used for a local system or remote system with standard parameters. The advantage in having a 360 o view of a 
virtual clone rather than just video streams is a 3D viewing of a virtual emotional face in any angle in any kind of 
environment. Our system has a big potential for the analysis and understanding of real-emotion, and creating an emotion 
database. The input for cloning is just two pictures of a person (front and side views) and the individualized 3D face is 
created by modifying a predefined generic model with detected features on the two photos. The generic model has all 
function information for animation and shape inside, so that any face from it inherits the functional structure for facial 
animation. Once several people are virtually cloned, we use a rapid 3D-morphing system, which enables a user to control 
the shape and skin color in a very intuitive way. It is an integration of 3D shape and 2D skin information. Then any face, 
(either her/his clone or any other created face from 3D-morphing system), will be used for the visualization of emotion 
tracking system. With a very simple initialization, the system tracks features like eyes, eyebrows, and a mouth shape on 
the participant’s face. The system successfully tracks any kind of face in real-time, independent of skin color, with or 
without beard, or glasses.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Our method focuses on an easy and intuitive method of creating faces and animating them, tracking their true facial 
expressions, in a virtual world. We design a virtual cloning system starting from photo data and one generic model, then the 
next step is to generate new population out of cloned face data using 3D-morphing system, which use shape and image 
morphing, but eliminate many computational intensive steps being profited from 3D-face structure. Our real-time facial 
feature tracking system allows us to generate and visualize real expressions on either their own clone or any virtual face 
from a database. 

Approaches to the realistic reconstruction of individuals, some of them with a view to animation, include the use of a 
laser scanner [1], a stereoscopic camera[3], an active light stripper [2], or a video stream [4] to reconstruct heads and natural 
expressions. Modeling has also been done from picture data [5], detecting features, modifying a given generic model and 
then mapping texture onto it. Not all of these, however, combine sophisticated and reliable shape deformation methods with 
seamless, high-resolution texture generation and mapping.  

Techniques for generating virtual populations have been investigated by DeCarlo et al. [6]. However, we are more 
interested in intuitively controlling the creation of people using 3D-morphing system. The main 2D-morphing methods [7][8] 
have little been exploited in terms combining it with 3D-shape morphing. Nevertheless, this seems a natural approach to 
better results with less effort. Furthermore, with face cloning methods, many user interactions can be avoided. 

In research field of a multimodal interface, recognition of the facial expressions is a very complex and interesting subject 
where there have been numerous research efforts. Cosatto et al. [9] used a sample-based method which needs to make a 
sample for each person. Kouadi et al. [10] used a database and some face markers effectively to process it in real-time. 
However, the use of markers is not always practical and it is much more attractive to recognize features without them. 



 

 

Pandzic et al. [11] use an algorithm based on edge extraction in real-time, without markers. The presented face tracking 
method is inspired from this method. The output is converted to MPEG-4 based FAP points [12][13]. These feature points 
are sent to a real-time player that deforms and displays a synthetic 3D animated clone face or morphed face. Figure 1 shows 
the whole system of making clones and then tracking the face in real-time.  
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Figure 1: System Overview 

2. CLONING 

2D photos offer clues to the 3D shape of an object. It is not feasible, however, to consider 3D-points densely 
distributed on the head. In most cases, we know the location of only a few visible features such as eyes, lips and 
silhouettes, the key characteristics for recognizing people, which are detected in a semiautomatic way using the structured 
snake method with some anchor functionality for a subset of feature points. Figure 2(a) depicts an orthogonal pair of 
normalized images, showing the detected features. The two 2D sets of position coordinates, from front and side views, i.e., 
the (x, y) and the (z, y) planes, are combined to give a single set of 3D points. The problem is how to deform a generic 
model, which has more than a thousand points to make an individualized smooth surface. One solution is to use 3D feature 
points as a set of control points for a deformation. Then the deformation of a surface can be seen as an interpolation of the 
displacements of the control points. In the Dirichlet-based FFD approach, any point of the surface is expressed relative to a 
subset of the control points set with the Sibson coordinate system. Therefore DFFD [14] is used here to get new 
geometrical coordinates for a modification of the generic head on which are situated the newly detected feature points. The 
correct shapes of the eyes and teeth are assured through translation and scaling appropriate to the new head. As shown in 
Figure 2(b), the result is quite respectable when we consider the input data (pictures from only two views). To improve the 
realism, we make use of automatic texture mapping with texture generation together. 

              
                                                (a)                                                                                       (b) 
Figure 2: (a) Modification of a generic head according to feature points detected on pictures. Points on a 3D head are control 
points for DFFD. (b) Snapshots of a reconstructed head in several views. 
 

Texture mapping serves not only to disguise the roughness of shape matching determined by a few feature points, but 
also to imbue the face with more realistic complexion and tint. If the text ure mapping is not correct, the accurate shape is 
useless in practice. We therefore use information from the set of feature points detected to generate texture in a fully 
automatically, based on the two views. The main criterion is to obtain the highest resolution possible for most detailed 
portions. We first connect two pictures along predefined feature lines using geometrical deformations and, to avoid visible 
boundary effects, a multiresolution technique. We then obtain appropriate texture coordinates for every point on the head 
using the same image transformation. Figure 2(b) shows several views of the head reconstructed. 

3. 3D MORPHING SYSTEM 

Morphing technology has seen a great deal of development, either in only 2D or 3D. In this paper, we vary aspects of 
both 2D and 3D representations in creating new virtual faces, showing how easy and fast the smooth morphing can be 
achieved. When we morph one person into another in 3D, we must deal with alteration in both shape and texture. Since 
every face created through the methods described here shares the same topology, it is relatively easy to vary head shapes 



 

 

in 3D just using a simple linear interpolation of 3D coordinates. Then we utilize 3D information to facilitate 2D morphing 
among texture images following triangle by triangle the entire 3D head. The resulting head manifests very smooth images 
without any gaps in the textured parts. This approach for two persons can be very easily extended to several people. Figure 
3(a)(b) illustrates 3D morphing between two persons. The interface in Figure 3(c) shows 3D morphing among several 
people. It has two windows, the left one for controlling weights among several input faces and the upper right one 
containing the resulting new face. Since only a barycentric calculation for texture image pixels is required, the calculation is 
very fast, which makes it possible to see real-time 3D morphing. There is also an option to have the shape and image 
variation separately to enable more various creations of new faces. 
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Figure 3: (a) morphing between two persons (b) in another view (c) A dynamic system for creation of new population from 
several people in intuitive way. 

4. FACIAL FEATURE TRACKING SYSTEM  

The motivation of the facial feature tracking system is to mo ve the clone in a virtual environment. The system includes 
a head-mounted video camera and a computer that tracks features. A person puts on the head-mounted camera, and 
initializes the system first. After the initialization, the system tracks the person’s features in real-time. In detail, MPEG-4 
Facial Animation Parameters are extracted from a real-time video stream, and they are sent to the virtual environment. These 
FAPs can be used either to animate the cloned face or to compute the high-level emotions transmitted to the actor. The 
FAPs take up a very small bandwidth when animating in real-time. 

Tracking facial features is a key issue in face analysis. To obtain a real-time tracking, many problems have to be 
resolved. One important problem lies in the variety of the appearances of individuals, such as skin color, eye color, beards, 
glasses, etc. The facial features are sometimes not separated by sharp edges, or edges appear at unusual places. This 
diversity increases the difficulty for the recognition of faces and the tracking of the facial features. 

In this application, the facial features and their associated information are set during an initialization phase that will 
solve the main problem in facial feature differences between people. Figure 4(a) shows this initialization. The way to 
initialize one’s face is very easy. The user only moves some feature boxes, like pupil boxes, a mouth box etc, to proper 
regions. Once the user sets the feature positions, the information around the features, the edge information, and the face 
color information are extracted automatically. Various parameters used during feature tracking are then generated 
automatically. Those parameters, gathered during initialization phase for every face, contain all the relevant information for 
tracking the face position and its corresponding facial features without any markers. 

The tracking process is separated into two parts: 1) mouth tracking and 2) eye tracking. The edge and the gray level 
data around the mouth and the eyes are the main data used during tracking. These data is combined with a proper weight, 
and the best movement from the previous shape is decided as the next shape. Then the shape that is extracted by the image 
recognition is converted into MPEG-4 based FAPs. It is attractive to obtain an output compatible with the latest standard. 
This way, the stream of output value can be used on any clone, avatar or even comic characters without any 
reprogramming. Figure 4(b)(c) shows some results. The actor’s face movement is used for another one’s cloned face 
movement. 
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Figure 4: (a) Initialization (b) Feature tracking with his own clone (c) with another virtual face 
 

FAPs are created from a movement of features. Therefore, the neutral face that is used for the initialization is considered 
as no movement. We use the difference between the initial points and tracked points to make these FAPs. For example, a 
mouth width was 100 dots and the edge moved 10 dots, movement is shown as 1024*10/100, so that the size of the mouth 
edge movement was 102. This value does not change when the cloned face is changed to another person. The recognition 
method for facial expressions in our system does not use any special markers or make-up. It does not need training and only 
a simple initialization of the system allows it to adapt to a new immediately. Extracted data is transformed into MPEG-4 FAPs 
that can be used easily for any compatible facial animation system and transmitted to web pages all over the world. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We presented our system covering topics from cloning, creating virtual humans to representation of facial expressions 
with real-time feature tracking. Just two photographs of a few persons make not only virtual clones of them but also a large 
number of photo-realistic virtual faces using rapid 3D-morphing method. Through facial tracking method, we create an 
expression database based on parameters. These three methods are well connected to meet the rising needs of network 
communication, which is realistic looking, and movement of human with low bandwidth. This approach has potential to be 
extended for both human face shape and expression analysis. 
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